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• Multi-social service organization in Hong

Kong set up in 1954

• Mission to support and enhance family 

functioning and to foster an environment 

for growth and change

• Operating 113 service units and projects, 

providing multi-services from elderly care, 

rehabilitation, primary health care to 

environmental protection, family and 

community development services.

• Total number of beneficiaries over 

1,080,000 people in 20/21 year



• InnovAGE is an new initiative of CFSC since

2016 (previously named as Wellness Team)

• Drive innovative solutions to empower the

50+ to choose the ways they prefer to live

as they age

• Deliver lifestyle services, products and

embrace proactive ‘well care’



HONG KONG 

• 7.4M population in 2020

• Around 24% of population 

in Hong Kong aged 50 - 64

• One of the longest life 

expectancy economies 

Male    82.2 years 

Female 87.6 years 

• Labour force participation 

rate in the 50-64 age group 

is on the rise 



Aging Population 65+

19.3%  33%
2021         2064

45   51
2020       2064

Elderly Support Ratio (@1000)

238  567
2018       2064

Labor Force Participation Rate

59.6%  48.6%

2020            2064

Median Age

Demographics Trend in Hong Kong



Extract from:
http://www.jcafc.hk/en/news/150-agewatch-press-2015

• A research conducted by the CUHK Jockey Club Institute of Ageing (2015) reported the 
results of the AgeWatch Index for Hong Kong for the second year.

• The findings revealed that Hong Kong ranked 19th among 97 countries or territories globally 
in terms of elderly well-being in 2015.

“Hong Kong’s performance was outstanding in terms of 

physical health, physical safety and access to public 

transport, but improvements were needed in  income 

security, mental health and social connection’’.

Longevity is good, age well is better



Who are they ?

• Better educated and technology

savvy

• In a better physical condition and

more health-conscious

• Financially secured (middle-

income group)

• Feel perennially youthful

• Demand new experiences, to

make every stage of life – if not

every day – a little bit better

• More proactive in looking for

channels to contribute to the

society



“We have many competences but do not know how to
make good use of them to give back to the community.
The Project inspires me.”

Name: 

Andy So

Age:

66

Last career: 

Engineer

Next career:

Innovator 

Becomers –

• Are physically active

• More health conscious

• Concern about who will care for them 

when they grow older 

• Are efficient and convenience-focused, 

wanting to see good results fast

• Want to Look good and Do good

• Look for a new career that improve lives, 

especially the older adults 

• Growth mindset 

A Becom-er



An Ageing Adventurer

Name: 

William Wong

Age:

67

Last career: 

Project 

Management 

Consultant 

Next career:

Innovator 

Ageing Adventurers

• Look for new challenges and see them 

as opportunities

• Are highly motivated to learn new 

knowledge and take part in the 

community affairs proactively 

• Make an effort to maintain a healthy 

and active lifestyle

• Aspire to use own network and 

entrepreneurial skills to generate 

social impact and inspire others by 

running social enterprise 

“Descriptions of next chapter of life are simply fruitful 
and full of opportunities”



• Funded by The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust

• The first-of-its-kind initiative in Hong Kong from 2018

• Support 50+ to develop startup businesses based on ideas of social innovation

• Build the social capital

• Create an alternative to live with a flourishing third age of life



Energetic 50+ Happy Walker

Paid contribution

Identifying target customers, 
generating economic activities and 
contribute to the society

Unpaid contribution

Resourceful 50+ tap into the human 
capital to help underprivileged in the 
society

(show video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHxcFzOaS28


Identify Target  

• People aged 50 - 64

• In an early stage of chronic pain

• Have concern on maintaining mobility 

and self-care

• Tailor-made for 50+ generation and to 

differentiate from normal fitness course

• Design exercise classes that aim to 

relieve pain of the mid-age group 

Energetic 50+ 



Happy Walker

The team sustained their work on

• Recruit and train 50+ to 

be volunteers 

• Volunteers as walking buddies 

• Network with NGOs and local 

communities to recruit person with 

mild depression /depressive 

symptoms 

Aims 

• Match the person with MD a 

company 

• Relieve carers’ pressures

• Inspire other 50+ to contribute to 

their talents and time



Engagement and 

Experiential 

Learning

• Innovation 
Experience 
Workshop

• Design 
Thinking 
Workshop

Preparation and

Idea generation

• Training 
(business 
knowledge)

• Team 
formation 

• Proposal 
submission

• Panel 
assessment

Define and 

Ideate Stage 

• Startup fund
• Business 

consultation
• Design 

Thinking 
Workshop

• Visit to new 
startups

Test and 

Prototype Stage 

• Trial and 
feedback 
session

• Experience 
tour to the 
showcase 
gallery

50+ Power
Volunteers Support

+
Sharing sessions by alumni

Public Education
Kick-off event cum opening ceremony

+ 
Public exhibition 

Co-creation

Meeting caregivers and 
sharing

Participation Path  



Learn new knowledge and 
perspectives in running start-up   

• Partnering with the business school of 

local university

• Participants are equipped with 

entrepreneurship knowledge

• Learn concepts of lean start-up



Business Canvas Model

• Applying Business Canvas Model

• To understand how to state the value proposition 

• Identify their specific target audience group



Changing the conversation around ageing 



Learning and Insight

(1) Monetary value creation

• More than volunteering, the teams serves their target audience – 50+ in the 

early stage of chronic pain – by paid services

• The business can be sustained by generating revenue and reinvesting their profit 

and income. This is based on the feasible business model, and a specific and 

clear target customer segment

• The economic activities generate contributions to the local economy



Source: payscale.com 

Average salary for a 

Mechanical Engineer

US$34,500 / Year

Revenue generated by running 
the startup business and 
conducting fitness course

US$48,000 / Year

(US$50  x 10 participants per course,
8 course per month x 12 months)

Calculation on the value 



Learning and Insight

(2) Make good use of this cohort to generate social capital 

• A one-size-fits-all solution is not the answer. Older adults are as equally diverse

as the younger population and are a major—albeit complex—driver of economic

expansion.

• Leverage the strengths of the 50+ to expand more resources in encountering the

challenges brought about by the ageing population

• Creating an alternative platform is a way to contribute instead of being a drain 

on the economy

• Gains and Values generated by the ageing population: 

- market activities  - creating opportunities of employment and earning income

- productive non market activities - volunteering



Exposure in Local Media

East Week, Weekly Magazine, February 2019

Am730, Daily Newspaper, 

August 2018

Ming Pao, Daily Newspaper, July 2018

RTHK, Radio Program, 

July 2018

ET Net, Webpage, 

December 2018



The First initiative, and the Pioneer

https://t.edm.polyu.edu.hk/activities_web/viewMessage/7bc3c185-1152-
47f2-b0ef-6affddfba4fd.xhtml?resend=false&version=V2

• Supporting other organizations on 

developing startup programme for 

young retirees

• Sharing the first hand experience and 

insights on promoting 50+ startup social 

ventures 

https://t.edm.polyu.edu.hk/activities_web/viewMessage/7bc3c185-1152-47f2-b0ef-6affddfba4fd.xhtml?resend=false&version=V2


Recognition

Jockey Club 50+ Startup Project was selected as

the finalist for the category Best Active Ageing

Programme - Community in the Asia Pacific

Eldercare Innovation Awards 2020



Impacts

Domain Areas of change

Individual
50+ Startupper

Skills and knowledge development, Self-efficacy

Beneficiary & Service recipient
Well-being, Self-efficacy and Satisfaction

Social
Community

Social capital, Network built, Integration, Community participation and Volunteerism

Organizational
Model for 50+ Startup

Mode of service delivery, Cost structure, Effectiveness, Sustainability, Collaboration



Thank you




